
50 Words

Scott’s Smart Fill auto cascade system saves time and maximizes air available for filling SCBA cylinders.  

It eliminates the potential for operator error and automatically switches between storage cylinders to 

maximize air utilization. Its modular design allows it to be added to any breathing air system.

100 Words

Scott’s Smart Fill auto cascade system saves time and maximizes air available for filling SCBA cylinders. The 

system eliminates the need for user training and hands-on operations. Smart Fill eliminates the potential 

for operator error and maximizes storage air utilization by automatically pulling from the storage cylinder 

with the lowest pressure until the SCBA cylinder has reached the target fill pressure. The Smart Fill system 

requires no electric power and has a small footprint for easy installation into stationary or mobile systems. 

Its modular design allows it to be added to any breathing air system.

150 Words

Scott Health & Safety’s Smart Fill auto cascade system is designed to save time and maximize air 

available for filling SCBA cylinders. The cascade system eliminates the need for user training and hands-

on operations. With no chance of operator error, the system gets the maximum amount of air out of a 

storage system by automatically pulling from the storage cylinder with the lowest pressure until the SCBA 

cylinder has reached the target fill pressure. The Smart Fill system requires no electric power and has a 

small footprint for easy installation into stationary or mobile systems. Its modular design allows it to be 

added to any breathing air system, making it a solid choice for anyone looking to add or upgrade an auto 

cascade system. When combined with Scott’s patented RevolveAir fill station, the cylinder filling time is 

even faster, allowing two cylinders to be charged at once while two others are being changed out of the 

system.
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